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The number of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) cases continues to surge, overwhelming healthcare
systems and causing excess mortality in many countries. Testing of infectious populations remains a key
strategy to contain the COVID-19 outbreak, delay the exponential spread of the disease, and flatten the
epidemic curve. Using the Omicron variant outbreak as a background, this study aimed to evaluate the
effectiveness of testing strategies with different test combinations and frequencies, analyze the factors
associated with testing effectiveness, and optimize testing strategies based on these influencing factors.
We developed a stochastic, agent-based, discrete-time susceptible–latent–infectious–recovered model
simulating a community to estimate the association between three levels of testing strategies and
COVID-19 transmission. Antigen testing and its combination strategies were more efficient than poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR)-related strategies. Antigen testing also showed better performance in reduc-
ing the demand for hospital beds and intensive care unit beds. The delay in the turnaround time of test
results had a more significant impact on the efficiency of the testing strategy compared to the detection
limit of viral load and detection-related contacts. The main advantage of antigen testing strategies is the
short turnaround time, which is also a critical factor to be optimized to improve PCR strategies. After
modifying the turnaround time, the strategies with less frequent testing were comparable to daily test-
ing. The choice of testing strategy requires consideration of containment goals, test efficacy, community
prevalence, and economic factors. This study provides evidence for the selection and optimization of test-
ing strategies in the post-pandemic era and provides guidance for optimizing healthcare resources.

� 2023 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), which was declared
a pandemic by the World Health Organization (WHO) on March
11, 2020 [1], is still ongoing. The dominant Omicron variant, which
is highly transmissible and can evade immune surveillance but
causes low mortality, is rapidly replacing the previous variants
and has become globally dominant [2–4]. Although vaccination
coverage is increasing globally and the number of reported deaths
from the virus has reached the lowest level since the pandemic’s
beginning [5], many new cases are still being reported. In the week
of September 5–13, 2022, WHO reported 3.1 million new cases, but
the number of infections is grossly underestimated as testing has
been scaled down in many countries [6]. In the first five months
of 2022, more than 750 000 severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infections were reported in the main-
land of China with the majority in Shanghai [2]. For countries and
regions with large population sizes and high population densities,
sudden outbreaks of infection in a short time can strain medical
resources, including insufficient intensive care unit (ICU) beds,
shortage of ventilators, and crowding out of healthcare resources
for other diseases, leading to increased mortality [7,8]. Therefore,
screening infectious populations remains an essential strategy to
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Fig. 1. Flowchart of movement through susceptible–latent–infectious–recovered
model. The model uses a cohort framework wherein residents who become infected
symptomatically (I) or asymptomatically (A) with SARS-CoV-2 are moved out of the
non-COVID-19 cohort and separated into a distinct COVID-19 cohort after showing
symptoms or testing positive. S: susceptible individuals; L: latent individuals;
R: individuals who have recovered from COVID-19.
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contain unpredictable outbreaks in the future. Further increasing
testing, eliminating testing gaps, and optimizing testing strategies
are effective measures to accelerate the end of the COVID-19 pan-
demic [5].

People suspected of COVID-19 need to know quickly if they are
infected to self-isolate, receive treatment, and inform close con-
tacts [9]. WHO and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
have adopted reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) technology as the standard diagnostic assay for SARS-CoV-
2 detection [10]. PCR testing has a high sensitivity ranging from
71% to 98% and is 100% specific for SARS-CoV-2 [11,12]. Despite
its high sensitivity, PCR testing has disadvantages, including need-
ing professional lab expertise, costly reagents, and centralized
equipment, often requiring at least 24 hours for result turnarounds
[13]. In 2020, the WHO recommended antigen testing to aid the
early diagnosis of COVID-19 [7]. The advantages of antigen testing
include relatively low cost, short turnaround time [14], greater
accessibility, ease of use, and the ability to scale up testing outside
of laboratory settings [15], which facilities prompt identification of
infected individuals. Multiple studies have evaluated the sensitiv-
ity and specificity of the two tests [9,16]. However, to our knowl-
edge, few studies have examined how the performance of
antigen testing varies during the transmission of infection [17].
Whether screening using rapid antigen tests is superior to PCR-
based testing strategies remains uncertain, and evidence is lacking
to evaluate the effectiveness of these tests and combination
strategies.

A community is defined as multiple multi-unit dwellings. Such
multi-unit dwellings, living in the same apartment/condominium/
dormitory building [18], are the current residential choice for most
of China’s urban population. In China, screening strategies rely
heavily on community- or multi-unit-dwelling-based testing.
Communities are at risk of transmission of infections from house-
holds and public areas (e.g., elevators) because residents live
nearby and are in frequent contact with other residents and staff
[18]. Furthermore, understaffing in many communities leads to
even higher contact rates between staff and residents, resulting
in more severe outbreaks [19].

Therefore, we used an agent-based model simulating a commu-
nity to estimate the associations between a range of testing strate-
gies and the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variants. The
objective of this study was to evaluate the containment effect of
antigen and PCR testing in the setting of community outbreaks.
We examined the effects of different testing frequencies and
testing strategies combinations, evaluated the demand for hospital
and ICU beds, analyzed the factors associated with testing effec-
tiveness, and modified testing strategies accordingly. In order to
achieve tailored measures and scientific and precise prevention
and control, this study evaluated the effectiveness of case screen-
ing strategies from the perspective of community prevention and
control and provided evidence for the formulation of future epi-
demic prevention and control policies.

2. Methods

2.1. Model structure

This decision analytical modeling study used simulated data
and transmission parameters of the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant
and did not require approval by an ethics committee. We devel-
oped a stochastic, agent-based, discrete-time susceptible–latent–i
nfectious (asymptomatic (A)/symptomatic (I))–recovered model
to examine SARS-CoV-2 transmission in a simulated community.
This study modeled daily time steps over 180 days with different
initial numbers of latent or infectious SARS-CoV-2 cases (N = 10,
50, or 100). Once identified, infected residents were transferred
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to the COVID-19 cohort, which has no interaction with susceptible
or undiagnosed residents in the non-COVID-19 cohort (Fig 1).
Based on China’s urban residential area planning and design stan-
dards [20], we simulated a five-min pedestrian-scale neighborhood
community with 2000 households. According to the China statisti-
cal yearbook 2021, we set the size distribution of permanent house-
holds in the community at an average of 2.6 people per household,
and detailed population size ratios for a household are listed in
Table S1 in Appendix A [21]. Each resident was assigned a unique
identity document (ID) number to a room of 1–5 people and trans-
ferred to the COVID-19 cohort if found infected. The infected indi-
viduals returned to their original rooms upon recovery.

Individuals infected with SARS-CoV-2 were identified as either
asymptomatic (in which case they could only be identified by test-
ing) or symptomatic (in which case they were identified either by
symptom onset or testing, whichever came first). Symptom-based
testing refers to individuals who developed symptoms that were
presumed positive and either quarantined (for residents) or sent
home (for staff), regardless of test turnaround time. The staff was
divided into COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 cohorts in proportion
to the number of residents. Infected staff members were sent home
and replaced by temporary workers until they recovered.

Daily contact was modeled between residents, staff, and the
two populations. We assumed that transmission occurred through
contact only and did not strictly consider the airborne transmis-
sion. Except for roommates who were modeled explicitly, we
assumed homogeneous (i.e., random) mixing. Each individual’s
daily risk of infection was binomial, with the probability deter-
mined by the mean infectiousness of the population they contacted
multiplied by the number of contacts. Despite the restrictions on
communities during the pandemic [18], we ensured necessary con-
tact rather than strict stasis. Each resident interacted primarily
with their roommates and staff and less with other residents. In
contrast, each staff member contacted six residents and two other
staff members per day.

Each type of contact (staff–resident, staff–staff, and resident–
resident) was weighted to represent different contact intensities.
Proximity and duration of contact were not explicitly incorporated,
but we aimed to capture the heterogeneity in transmission risk.
The lowest intensity was observed between staff, with a baseline
transmission probability per contact of 0.0466. The transmission
probability was calculated by dividing the primary reproduction
number (R0) for the Omicron variant by the average number of
contacts per day [22]. Roommates had the highest risk of transmis-
sion, ten times higher (0.466) than the baseline, because of closer
contact.
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2.2. Setting of viral load (VL) and infectiousness

For each infected individual, after a latent period of 2–4 days, VL
increased rapidly from 4 to 6 days before peaking and declined
after that. For symptomatic individuals, symptom onset occurred
after two days of increasing VL [23,24]. We made the conservative
assumption of the same VL distribution for asymptomatic and
symptomatic infections [25]. The peak VL was determined from a
normal distribution on a logarithmic scale [26]. The duration of
detectable VL is normally distributed and can be longer than the
infectious period [27]. In this model, we categorized infectiousness
based on VL as follows: non-infectious (VL < 1 � 103 copies�mL�1),
moderately infectious (1 � 103 copies�mL�1 � VL < 1 � 107

copies�mL�1), and fully infectious (VL � 1 � 107 copies�mL�1)
[28]. We assumed that the sensitivity of the tests depended only
on VL dynamics and did not incorporate other factors, such as
variations in sample quality.

2.3. Simulated testing interventions

We evaluated the screening effectiveness of rapid antigen test-
ing and PCR testing interventions for all individuals in the simu-
lated community. Based on the available parameters of these
tests, antigen testing was assumed to have a higher limit of detec-
tion (LOD) and lower sensitivity relative to PCR. However, antigen
tests produced results immediately, whereas PCR had a 1-day
delay. In addition, PCR was assumed to have one more test-
related contact than a rapid antigen (Table S2 in Appendix A).
The sensitivity of the PCR test was 100% because the VL cutoff
for infectiousness was higher than the LOD of the PCR test.

We established 11 testing strategies with different antigen test-
ing and PCR testing combinations, and varying test intervals.
According to the testing frequency, strategies were divided into
three intensity levels. Level 1 strategies referred to daily testing
strategies and included daily antigen, daily PCR, PCR–antigen–
antigen (P–A–A), and PCR–antigen–PCR (P–A–P). Level 2 strategies
were performed at 1- or 2-day intervals and included PCR–none–
antigen–none–PCR (P–N–A–N–P), 1-day interval antigen testing
(antigen–none–antigen, A–N–A), 1-day interval PCR testing (PCR–
none–PCR, P–N–P), 2-day interval antigen testing (antigen–none–
none–antigen, A–N–N–A) and 2-day interval PCR testing (PCR–
none–none–PCR, P–N–N–P). Level 3 strategies included weekly
antigen and PCR testing.

2.4. Simulated population immunity and interventions

We set the vaccination coverage according to the vaccination
data released by the Chinese Center for Disease Control and
Prevention [29]. As of June 22, 2022, 34.7% of the population have
been fully vaccinated, 54.1% have completed booster vaccination,
and 11.1% have not been fully vaccinated. Vaccine efficacy (VE)
included three parts: against infection, against symptomatic
disease, and against onward transmission [30]. Considering the
significant effect of the post-vaccination period on VEs, we also
set different VEs for receiving the second or booster dose within
six months and over six months. The detailed setting of vaccination
coverage and VEs were listed in Table S1, considering a low
immune escape scenario with the same VEs against hospitalization
and deaths between the homologous booster and heterologous
booster vaccinations, as observed in Hong Kong [31].

We assumed that contacts in the community were necessary.
Our interventions did not reduce contacts but rather changed with
whom those contacts were made. Whenever possible, these inter-
ventions reduced the proportion of contacts presumed to be sus-
ceptible (potentially infected) and replaced them with recovered
(immune) contacts. Residents were moved back to the non-
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COVID-19 cohort after recovery. The immunity-based staffing
intervention prioritized placing recovered staff members, who
were assumed to be immune, in the non-COVID-19 cohort, leaving
susceptible staff members to work in the COVID-19 cohort. Impor-
tantly, we assumed adequate personal protective equipment (PPE)
for staff and masks for residents to reduce infection risk.
2.5. Effectiveness assessments

The effectiveness of testing strategies was assessed based on
the mean ± standard deviation (SD) cumulative incidence and the
number of days required to detect 90% of total infections, which
is an indicator to evaluate the speed of containment of different
testing strategies. We calculated the ratio of demand to available
beds for inpatient care and the ratio of demand to available beds
for ICU beds. The available inpatient and ICU beds-level are shown
in Table S1. We further evaluated the cumulative and peak quaran-
tine resources for infectious cases. All analyses were conducted
using R statistical software version 3.6.3 (R Foundation for Statisti-
cal Computing, Austria). The codes used for this study are available
at https://github.com/hqraiwxy/Testing-Strategy-in-Community.
3. Results

3.1. Scenario construction with different testing strategies

To compare the effectiveness of the testing strategies, we simu-
lated a community of 2000 households with 5083 residents and
200 staff members with various numbers of initial infections and
latent cases. Table S1 presents the estimated parameters for the
different testing strategies based on the effectiveness of PPE mea-
sures and population vaccine immunization for residents and staff.
The testing strategies were categorized into three levels according
to the detection interval.

The total number of infections and the speed of detecting infec-
tions varied with the different testing strategies (Fig 2 and Table S3
in Appendix A). In the scenario with an initial infection number of
10 (N = 10) and no testing strategy, the estimated mean cumulative
infection number after 180 days was 796 (15.7%). For Level 1 test-
ing strategies, this number decreased to 41 (0.8%), 46 (0.9%),
50 (1.0%), and 74 (1.5%) with daily antigen, daily PCR, P–A–A,
and P–A–P testing, respectively. Compared to the baseline (none-
testing), daily antigen and PCR testing reduced infections by
94.9% and 94.3%. Weekly antigen and PCR testing reduced the
number of infections by 86.8% and 78.3%, respectively. In general,
the cumulative infections with Level 1 testing strategies were
fewer than those with Levels 2 and 3 strategies (Fig 2(a)).

In the scenario of N = 50, compared with baseline (none-
testing), daily antigen and PCR testing reduced infections to
87.0% and 85.1%, respectively, while weekly antigen and PCR test-
ing reduced infections to 64.5% and 60.3%. In the scenario of
N = 100, the reduction in infection was 79.3% for daily antigen,
75.5% for daily PCR, 53.5% for weekly antigen, and 49.4% for weekly
PCR testing. These findings suggest that screening can be effective
in reducing the number of infectious cases. Weekly testing strate-
gies can reduce infectious cases by 50%–85%, but the effectiveness
decreases as the number of initial infections increases.

We examined the number of days required to detect 90% of the
infected cases and used it as an indicator to assess the speed of pre-
vention and control for different testing strategies (Fig 2(b)).
Among the Level 1 testing strategies, daily antigen, daily PCR,
P–A–A, and P–A–P strategies took 33, 36, 34, and 33 days, respec-
tively, to detect > 90% of infections. The Level 2 strategies were
relatively slower than Level 1 strategies, with > 90% of infections
being detected within 60 days. However, Level 3 strategies



Fig. 2. Comparison of intervention effectiveness under different testing strategies. (a) Violin plots indicate the cumulative incidence number in a simulated community under
different testing strategies with various initial infection numbers (N). The proportion of infectious cases by the total number of people is shown in the right vertical axis.
According to testing frequency, strategies are divided into three levels (Levels 1–3). (b) Line chart indicates the proportion of cumulative incidence numbers by total
simulated infections under different testing strategies with various initial infection numbers, showing the speed of containment within three months.
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required more time to contain the outbreak, failing to detect 90% of
infections within 90 days with the weekly PCR strategy. In scenar-
ios of N = 50 and N = 100, the estimated mean cumulative infection
numbers were much higher than at N = 10. The test strategies
showed similar effectiveness, with Level 1 strategies showing a
lower cumulative infection number and detecting > 90% of the
infected people in fewer days. Notably, antigen testing strategies
and combinations were more effective than PCR-related strategies
at all levels.

We turned R0 up to simulate the increased transmissibility
caused by SARS-CoV-2 variants, using N = 10 as an example
(Table S4 in Appendix A). The results show antigen testing and
their combination strategies were more efficient than PCR-
related strategies, indicating model results are relatively stable.
In addition, there was similar effectiveness between daily antigen
and PCR testing for prevention and control at R0 = 7.5, while anti-
gen testing was significantly faster than PCR testing at R0 = 9.5.
Daily antigen testing took the least days to detect 90% of the
infected cases (28 days), while daily PCR testing took approxi-
mately 60 days, suggesting that antigen testing is more advanta-
geous in scenarios of increased transmission.
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By comparing the number of daily infectious cases, we could
directly assess the effectiveness of the different testing strategies
for community control. Fig. 3 shows the residents’ daily symp-
tomatic and asymptomatic cases. We found that daily PCR or anti-
gen testing was quick and effective in reducing community
infections, whereas mixed testing strategies showed saw-tooth
fluctuations in the number of infections. As for Level 2 strategies,
there was no significant difference in the control efficacy of differ-
ent testing strategies, regardless of the 1-day or 2-day intervals.

Our results also show that implementing testing helps reduce
the number of severe and critical cases, thereby reducing the
demand for hospital beds and ICU beds and alleviating the bed
shortage. When N = 10, as a baseline, none-testing required at least
36.0% of the available beds, while for daily antigen, daily PCR, P–A–
A, and P–A–P testing strategies, the proportion decreased to 1.6%,
1.9%, 2.0%, and 3.0%, respectively (Fig. 4 and Table S3). For none-
testing cases, the shortage of ICU beds was more severe at higher
prevalence (N = 50 and N = 100), exceeding the available ICU beds.
We also assessed quarantine resource requirements for infectious
cases (Table S3). In the scenario of N = 10, the cumulative quaran-
tine resource of the daily antigen strategy was the lowest, totaling



Fig. 3. Infection number containment effectiveness of different testing strategies. The line chart shows the number of infectious cases under Levels 1–3 testing strategies
within 90 days. All data are presented as median with 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of 50 simulations.

Fig. 4. Demands in hospital and ICU beds under various testing strategies. For each
testing strategy, the left bar represents hospital bed occupancy, and the right bar
with a slash represents ICU bed occupancy.
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279 person-day, with a peak of 16 people in a day. The cumulative
quarantine resource of the weekly PCR strategy was the highest,
totaling 681 person-day. In addition, the P–N–A–N–P strategy
had the highest peak quarantine resource at 28 people in a day.
The higher the frequency of testing, the less the demand for beds
and quarantine resources. Overall, antigen testing performed bet-
ter than PCR testing in reducing the demand for medical beds
and quarantine resources.

3.2. Factors affecting testing strategy efficiency

Based on the above results, we assumed that the factors affect-
ing the efficiency of the testing strategy might be ① delays in
results turnaround time, ② detection limits of VL, and ③ testing-
related contact. Therefore, we explored the contribution of each
factor by varying the combination of VL, delay time, and testing-
related contact (Table 1). Of these, we consider a testing interven-
tion with VL = 1 � 103 copies�mL�1 (VL3) , no delay, and no testing-
related contact to be an ideal strategy. In the N = 10 scenario, the
estimated mean cumulative infection number detected with ideal
strategy testing was 22 (0.4%), with more than 90% of infected indi-
viduals detected within 28 days, compared with 39 (0.8%) when
the testing intervention included a 1-day delay. We further
explored the impact of testing cutoffs for VL and testing-related
contact on the testing strategies. With VL = 1 � 105 copies�mL�1

(VL5) and increasing testing-related contact, the cumulative
infection numbers were 41 (0.8%) and 23 (0.5%), respectively.
Similar trends were observed in other scenarios. For example,
when N = 100, the cumulative infection number for the VL3 testing
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strategy (VL-3) was 198 (3.9%), requiring only 14 days to detect
more than 90% of infected cases.

In summary, a 1-day delay in delivering results had the most
significant impact on testing effectiveness, followed by the VL5
testing strategy (VL-5), and the least impact of reducing one
testing-related contact. Despite the relatively low sensitivity, the
reduction in transmission was more pronounced for antigen test-
ing compared to that for PCR testing of the same frequency because
of the faster turnaround time. For PCR testing, the 1-day delay in
obtaining results had the most significant effect on testing
effectiveness.

3.3. Efficiency of modified testing strategies

To optimize PCR testing, we eliminated the delay in obtaining
results. The testing efficacy of modified PCR and its combination
strategies was significantly improved (Fig. 5). In the scenario of
N = 10, the estimated mean cumulative infection number with
the modified daily PCR was 23 (0.5%), showing a 49.4% reduction.
The infection numbers with the modified P–A–A and P–A–P strate-
gies were 26 (0.5%) (down 47.7%) and 24 (0.5%) (down 67.5%),
respectively. Scenarios of N = 50 and N = 100 also showed similar
trends with a decrease in the mean cumulative infection numbers
compared to those in the original strategies (Table S5 in Appendix
A).

In addition, the modified daily PCR was superior to the original
daily PCR strategy and significantly better than the original daily
antigen, P–A–A, and P–A–P strategies. Compared to the original
daily antigen strategy, the modified P–A–A and P–A–P strategies
reduced cumulative infection and took fewer days to detect >
90% of the infected people (Table S5).

4. Discussion

The community is the basic unit of society, the frontline and
main battlefield of public health emergency response, and the last
mile of health emergency management. The community is closely
connected with the public and has played an active role in epi-
demic prevention and control, mapping the situation of residents,
organizing PCR testing, and providing basic services for quarantine
people. In order to achieve tailored measures and scientific and
Table 1
Mean cumulative incidence of cases and speed of containment within three months unde

Number Testing strategy Incidence cases Proportion of incidence cases

10 VL-3 22 0.4%
VL-5 41 0.8%
Delay = 1 39 0.8%
Contact + 1 23 0.5%
PCR 46 0.9%
Antigen 41 0.8%

50 VL-3 96 1.9%
VL-5 173 3.4%
Delay = 1 182 3.6%
Contact + 1 101 2.0%
PCR 198 3.9%
Antigen 173 3.4%

100 VL-3 198 3.9%
VL-5 333 6.6%
Delay = 1 362 7.1%
Contact + 1 211 4.2%
PCR 393 7.7%
Antigen 331 6.5%

VL-3 refers to tests with a LOD of 1 � 103 copies�mL�1, no delay in turnaround time, and n
delay in the turnaround time, and no testing-related contact; Delay = 1 refers to tests w
related contact; Contact + 1 refers to tests with an LOD of 1 � 103 copies�mL�1, no delay
containment time refers to the time required for the number of new cases to reach zero
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precise prevention and control, this study evaluated the effective-
ness of current-available testing strategies and combinations from
the perspective of community prevention and control. This method
of investigation can propose optimal testing strategies that con-
sider population health and economy and provide information
for adjusting future screening strategies in case of policy
adjustments.

The findings of this analytical modeling study suggest that anti-
gen testing strategies and their combinations were more efficient
than PCR-related strategies at all levels. In higher transmissible
scenarios, antigen testing is more advantageous, which can effec-
tively accelerate the speed of prevention and control. Our study
found that the delay in obtaining the results, VL detection limit,
and detection-related contacts all impact testing efficiency and
that modified PCR testing strategies with shorter turnaround times
and earlier response performed better than the original daily PCR
strategy and daily antigen testing strategy. This is consistent with
previous findings showing the benefits of frequent and rapid test-
ing [32], suggesting that faster results should take precedence over
high sensitivity [33,34].

Our study also highlights that we should consider replacing
daily PCR testing with other more cost-effective test strategies,
such as daily antigen or P–A–A combination testing strategies.
PCR testing has been widely used as a screening method and
played a key role in COVID-19 outbreak control during the
COVID-19 pandemic in China [35]. However, it takes a lot of
resources and time. In the setting of PCR tests with short turn-
around time, the modified PCR tests (including P–A–A and P–A–P
combination strategies) showed significant effectiveness. The
modified PCR and its combination strategies were even superior
to daily antigen testing, demonstrating the advantage of the higher
sensitivity of PCR detection. In addition, the modified P–N–N–P
testing strategy showed similar effectiveness to the modified daily
PCR test. Therefore, if the turnaround time can be shortened or
contact before returned results can be limited, it is economically
advantageous to consider the P–N–N–P testing strategy as an alter-
native to the modified daily PCR test.

Furthermore, reducing the frequency of testing in low-
prevalence settings is similarly effective in detecting infection,
reducing the strain on healthcare resources, and improving the
economics of surveillance. The choice of testing strategy should
r various testing-related factors.

Containment time Efficiency of the testing strategy

7 d 14 d 21 d 28 d 60 d 90 d

7 72.7% 81.8% 86.4% 90.9% 100.0% 100.0%
12 53.7% 70.7% 80.5% 85.4% 97.6% 100.0%
11 56.4% 71.8% 76.9% 84.6% 97.4% 100.0%
7 69.6% 82.6% 87.0% 87.0% 100.0% 100.0%

13 52.2% 67.4% 78.3% 84.8% 97.8% 100.0%
12 53.7% 70.7% 80.5% 85.4% 97.6% 100.0%
16 79.2% 90.6% 93.8% 96.9% 100.0% 100.0%
27 64.9% 82.2% 89.1% 93.1% 98.9% 100.0%
43 61.5% 76.9% 84.1% 89.0% 98.9% 100.0%
19 79.2% 91.1% 95.0% 97.0% 100.0% 100.0%
33 59.1% 77.8% 86.9% 91.9% 99.5% 100.0%
27 64.9% 82.2% 89.1% 93.1% 98.9% 100.0%
27 79.8% 91.4% 94.9% 97.0% 99.5% 100.0%
41 69.1% 85.6% 91.6% 95.2% 99.7% 100.0%
50 62.7% 77.9% 85.1% 89.8% 98.6% 100.0%
29 76.8% 88.6% 92.9% 95.7% 99.5% 100.0%
43 59.0% 77.6% 86.3% 91.9% 99.2% 100.0%
39 67.1% 84.0% 90.3% 94.3% 99.7% 100.0%

o testing-related contact; VL-5 refers to tests with an LOD of 1� 105 copies�mL�1, no
ith an LOD of 1 � 103 copies�mL�1, a 1-day delay turnaround time, and no testing-
in turnaround time, but with an additional contact directly related to testing. The
for the first time.



Fig. 5. Comparison of intervention effectiveness of different testing strategies with modified PCR-related testing strategies. Violin plots indicate the cumulative incidence
number in a simulated community under different testing strategies with various initial infection numbers (N). For each testing strategy, the left violin represents the original
interventions, and the right violin with a slash represents modified interventions. The numbers above violin plots show the ratio of reduction in cumulative incidence after
modified PCR-related testing strategies. The proportion of infectious cases by the total number of people is shown in the right vertical axis.
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consider not only the testing efficacy but also the containment tar-
gets, community prevalence, and the impact on social order and
economics. In the scenario of a small number of initial infections,
such as N = 10, daily testing can reduce the number of infections
by approximately 95% compared with no testing. Hence, daily test-
ing can contain a cluster outbreak with the fastest speed and the
lowest number of cumulative infection cases, while weekly testing
can also reduce the number of infections by 85%. In addition, when
combination strategies with detection intervals were imple-
mented, saw-tooth fluctuations in the number of infection cases
were observed, which may partially explain the slower contain-
ment speed than daily testing. As the intervals increased, the fluc-
tuations became increasingly evident. For example, weekly testing
showed significant fluctuations in detection. Although weekly test-
ing strategies took longer to end the outbreak, the number of
infected cases can be controlled at a relatively low level within
two months (approximately 45 days).
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In addition, antigen tests are most likely to perform well in
patients with high VLs (cycle threshold (Ct) values < 35), which
is typically seen in the pre-symptomatic and early symptomatic
phases of COVID-19. Our study illustrates the prospective value
of antigen testing in outbreak containment. Although antigen
testing has lower sensitivity than PCR testing with a risk of diag-
nostic failure, our results suggest that the advantage of a rapid
return of results can partially compensate for the low sensitivity.
In addition, antigen testing could theoretically reduce the risk of
public area transmission, such as test-related contacts. However,
several practical challenges remain. First, it is necessary to
improve the sensitivity of the antigen detection method and
reduce the detection limit further [36]. Second, user operation
methods should be promoted and standardized to achieve opti-
mal detection quality [37]. Third, further standardization of the
verification test results and the isolation of positive persons is
warranted.
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5. Limitations

This study has some limitations. To facilitate model building
and analysis, we made several conservative simplified assump-
tions. First, we assumed no difference in VL dynamics between
symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals and ignored the per-
sistent low VLs after individuals are no longer infectious [26]. We
do not expect the dynamics of VL to affect our results as we are
looking at frequent detection strategies. Second, although we
incorporated varying transmission risks based on the type of con-
tact (resident–staff, resident–resident, and staff–staff), we did not
explicitly model different staff roles that may have different levels
of risk. This simplification makes the model results more general-
izable, as the community staff structure varies widely. Finally, it is
difficult for us to consider all the influencing factors and evolution-
ary mechanisms or even simulate the complete outbreak situation
in the real world. This study did not consider the importation or
spillover of cases, age structure, and exposure patterns. In future
research, it is important to expand the range of scenarios to include
ones consistent with the actual situation, which will help provide
more reference decision-making evidence for future epidemics
and pandemics of respiratory infectious diseases.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, the choice of testing strategy depends on the
available resources and the scenarios in which antigen testing
and combination testing strategies would serve as suitable and
beneficial alternatives to PCR testing. A crucial role of testing in
the post-pandemic era is to identify individuals not infected with
SARS-CoV-2 so they can travel, return to school or work, and par-
ticipate in mass gatherings. The wide availability of antigen testing
and its rapid turnaround time promise to efficiently test large
numbers of people in the community. Utility analyses of the strat-
egy implementation of testing-related factors (such as the VL
detection limit, delay in returned results, and the number of con-
tacts) provide important insights into the possible trade-offs in
decision-making processes regarding the type of tests used for
both congregate and community settings. Health systems and
healthcare resources are overburdened, and we need to optimize
our strategies to fully support our healthcare systems in combating
COVID-19 while mitigating socio–economic losses in the national
interest.
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